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Stealing Secret from Distance

Reference: https://www.fox-it.com/nl/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/Tempest_attacks_against_AES.pdf
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Introduction
• Classical Cryptography treats security using
mathematical abstractions
• Classic cryptanalysis has had a huge success and
promise
• Analysis and quantification of crypto algorithm’s resilience
against attacks

• Over the last few years, many of the security
protocols have been attacked using physical attacks
• Take advantage of the underlying physical
implementation to recover secret parameters
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Power Side-Channel Basics
• Physical Implementations of crypto algorithms leak
intermediate data
• Data-dependent power leaks due to the switching
activity of the transistors
Attack Complexity
•

Why so powerful?
Complexity of breaking AES-128
reduced from 2"#$ to 2"# .
Divide and conquer approach:
Byte-wise attack, 2$ Combinations
for each byte, and 16 key bytes.
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Simple Power Analysis: AES-256
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Physical Attacks
• Traditional cryptography revolves around the concepts of
one-way and trapdoor functions.
• One-wayness: The function is easy to compute, but hard to
invert.
• A trapdoor one-way algorithm involves a function which is
easily invertible if and only if the secret “key” is available.
• Physical attacks occur in 2 phases:
• Data collection: The attacker exploits certain physical
characteristics (power/EM) of the device under attack.
• Attack: Run statistical analysis on the gathered traces to recover
the secret key.
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Non-Profiled and Profiled attacks
• Non-Profiled SCA:
EM/Power
Analysis Attacks

• Direct attack on a target device
using HW/HD leakage model.
• Eg.
Differential/Correlational
power analysis (DPA/CPA).

• Profiled SCA attack:
• Build offline template using an
identical device

Non-Profiled
Attacks

Profiled
Attacks

• Perform attack on a similar
device with fewer traces (more
powerful attack).
• Eg. Statistical template attacks,
machine
learning
based
attacks.
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Attack Modalities
• Chosen Plaintext Attack: Assumes that the
attacker has full control on the device and can
collect power/EM traces for different input
plaintexts.
• Easy attack on microcontrollers, useful to
countermeasures on software implementations

test

• Known Ciphertext Attack: Practical attack,
assumes the attacker can collect power/EM traces
corresponding to each ciphertext.
• Useful to attack well-designed
implementations with HD models

hardware

crypto
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Non-Profiled SCA: CPA (and CEMA)
• Correlational Power Analysis (CPA) Attack:
• Step 1: Identify point of attack – usually 1st round S-box output
for AES-128/256 with chosen PT attack (or, the last round HD
attack based on CT).
• Step 2: Choose HW or HD model depending on the platform
for attack. Eg. HW model for software AES.
• Step 3: Make a guess for key byte. Repeat for all 256 key
guesses (0 to 255 for each key byte).
• Step 4: Compute HW of data transition for each PT value.
• Step 5: Compute correlation coefficient between the HW
matrix and the power traces.
• Step 6: Repeat for all 16 key bytes to recover the AES-128 key
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Non-Profiled and Profiled attacks

EM/Power
Analysis Attacks
• Profiled SCA attack:
• Build offline template using an
identical device

Non-Profiled
Attacks

Profiled
Attacks

• Perform attack on a similar
device with fewer traces (more
powerful attack).
• Eg. Statistical template attacks,
machine
learning
based
attacks.
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Neural Network based Profiled Attack
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Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

1-D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Typical Deep Neural Network Architectures Employed [GDD+19]

Number of layers and/or filters of MLP and 1-D CNN architectures depend on target
platforms, and can be optimized using grid-search approach.
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Practical Challenges with Profiled SCA
• Inherent Assumption in Profiled SCA is that the
leakage profile of identical hardware running the
same piece of software should be the same
• In reality, such assumption should be tested. CrossDevice attack using various profiling techniques
show that device to device variations can cause
templates/classifiers to be biased towards the
leakage profile of profiling device.
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Practical Challenges with Profiled SCA
• Sample
Distribution
of
power
consumption at a particular time instant is
different for different devices of identical
implementations, even with timesynchronized measurements.
• Standard deviation of power consumption
at any instant for the same key byte but
from different devices can be much larger
than that for different key bytes from the
same device.
• These factors lead to high accuracy for test
traces from the same device, but low
accuracy for traces from a different one.

[GDD+19]
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DNN Performance in Cross-Device Attack

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

1-D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Performance of MLP and 1-D CNN after training with data from one device [GDD+19]

Performance of MLP and 1-D CNN is good for traces from same device, but poor
for traces from a different device
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DNN Performance in Cross-Device Attack
Rationale behind poor test accuracy:
- Assuming an approximate Gaussian
distribution, for all the devices, the trace
samples of averaged trace for a
particular device should have 99.7% of
the samples within 3 standard deviation
(𝜎) around the mean of averaged trace
across all devices.
- Device 18 certainly is an outlier, which
explains why Device 18 had poor test
accuracy when the MLP was trained
with traces from other devices and vice
versa.

[GDD+19]
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Multi-Device Training: Improving Cross-Device
Attacks
- Assuming an approximate bivariate
Gaussian distribution of two most
informative leakage samples, we see
that, traces from a single devices for a
fixed
keybyte
(0x00)
cannot
approximate the whole distribution
(comprising 30 devices) well.
- As number of devices increases to 4,
the approximation gets better, as the
sample probability density function
(PDF) approximates the total PDF
better.

Measured Amplitude of Sample #148 (A.U.)

Rationale behind Multi-Device Training:
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Effect of Multi-Device Training on Cross-Device Attack
Performance of MLP

Performance of MLP after training with (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4 devices [GDD+19]

Test Accuracy of MLP improves with Multi-Device Training due
to better leakage modeling.
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Effect of Multi-Device Training on Cross-Device Attack
Performance of CNN

Performance of CNN after training with (a) 1 (b) 4devices [GDD+19]

Test Accuracy of CNN improves with Multi-Device Training due
to better leakage modeling.
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PCA-MLP Performance in Cross-Device Attack

(a) Accuracy vs. Number of principal components used in training
(b) Performance of MLP with PCA and multi-device training
[GDD+19]

With 4 training devices and PCA based Pre-processing, average test accuracy
across all devices reaches ~99.51% and test accuracy remains above ~90%.
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Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) as pre-processing for PCA-MLP
for misaligned traces

(a) Misaligned traces (b) Realigned traces using DTW [GDD+19]

Rationale behind use of DTW:
- Traces can be misaligned due to faulty triggering and/or countermeasures
implemented
- PCA and MLP require realigned traces. DTW can realign them my stretching
traces so as to minimize Euclidean distance between them.
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Summary of DTW-PCA-MLP [GDD+19]

High accuracy of DTW-PCA-MLP on average compared to CNN based approaches for misaligned traces
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SCA Countermeasures
Architectural
Logical
•
Dual rail logic, WDDL
•
Equalizes power for rising/falling clock
edges.
•
WDDL 1st in-silicon circuit validation with
MTD~21K [1].
•
Incurs 4x power overhead, 3x area, 4x
performance degradation

Noise Injection
•

Active suppression, reducing
SNR.

•

High power overhead [3]

[3] T. Güneysu et.al. “Generic Side-Channel Countermeasures for Reconfigurable Devices,”
CHES, 2011
[4] C. Tokunaga et.al. “Securing Encryption Systems with a Switched Capacitor Current
Equalizer,” IEEE JSSC, 2010

•
•

Versatile technique
Modifies the logic gates to consume
symmetric power for both 0 and 1 logic
operations [2].

•

High Area & power overhead

[2] J. Balasch et al., DPA, Bitslicing and Masking at 1 GHz, CHES-2015

Supply Isolation
•
Switched capacitors: Supply Current
Equalization [4]; 2x performance degradation.
•
Supply regulation-based: LDO-based security by obfuscating the performance
parameters [5], buck converter-based [6] –
embedded passives.
•
An ideal LDO-based implementation is
inherently insecure.
[5] A. Singh et al. “Integrated all-digital low-dropout regulator as a countermeasure to power
attack in encryption engines,” HOST, 2016.
[6] M. Kar et al. “Improved Power-Side-Channel-Attack Resistance of an AES-128 Core via a
Security-Aware Integrated Buck Voltage Regulator”, ISSCC 2017.
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Basics of Logic Level Countermeasure: Dual Rail Precharge
(DRP) Logic Style
• Combination of Dual Rail Logic (input and output signals are carried on complimentary
wires) and Precharge Logic (signals set to a predefined precharge value before
evaluation)
• In DRP cells, always one of the outputs (either original output or its complemented
version) transitions, making power consumption of the cells constant.
• DRP flip-flops consist of two stages, so as to provide stored values in Stage 2 to
combinational DRP cells during precharge phase of Stage 1, and to store outputs of
combinational values in Stage 1 before precharge phase of Stage 2, thus preventing
data loss.

DRP Logic style [MOP07]
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DRP Logic Style: Tricks to ensure constant power
consumption
• Need to balance the capacitances at the complimentary outputs of a DRP cell
• Balancing the complimentary outputs: Dominating factor in modern process
technologies is the interconnect capacitance (than input or output capacitance of
cells) which should be done during place and route.
• Balancing the internal power consumption: Internal power consumption of DRP cells
should be made constant by charging or discharging all internal nodes in each clock
cycle.

Balancing the complimentary outputs [MOP07]
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Logic Level Hiding: Sense Amplifier Based Logic (SABL)
• SABL achieves uniform power consumption by:
• Employing a Dynamic and Differential Logic style
and therefore having exactly one switching
event per cycle
• Making Time of Evaluation data independent
(cells evaluate after all signals are set to
complementary values)
• Making the four output transitions (0-0, 0-1, 1-0,
1-1) equal by charging/discharging constant load
capacitance: one of the balanced output load
capacitances together with the sum of all
internal node capacitances.
• Requires design and characterization of complete
new standard cell library.
• Area requirement doubles compared to CMOS
counterpart.

Sense Amplifier Based
Logic (SABL) [TAV02]
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Architecture Level Hiding Countermeasure for Software
Implementations
• The power consumption characteristics is defined by the underlying
hardware
• Introducing Time Distortion:
• Can be done only by random insertion of dummy operations or by
shuffling of operations
• Does not provide high level of protection
• Introducing Amplitude Distortion:
• By choosing instructions with lowest leakage, avoiding conditional jumps
or usage of memory addresses depending on key, and thus reducing
amplitude of leakage
• By performing activities parallel to the execution of cryptographic
algorithm
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ASNI: Attenuation
Signature Suppression
Signature
to resist SCA

[DMN+18]

*HOST Best Student Paper 2017,
TCAS-1 2018
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Goal: Signature Attenuation to resist SCA
Power
Pin

• How can we achieve a supply current
independent of the crypto current?

CS
Vreg

CLoad
IAES

GND
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Signature Attenuation Hardware
Power
Pin

ICS
CS

Vreg
Vreg-Vth

IAES

Digital
Control

Vtarget
Vtarget+Δ+
Vtarget-Δ-

• Switched mode
control digital LDO –
dead band.

VBIAS

• 𝑰𝑪𝑺 = 𝑰𝑨𝑬𝑺𝒂𝒗𝒈 + 𝜹

CLoad

• The extra current 𝜹 is
passed through the
shunt bleed without
engaging the digital loop
in steady state.
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Signature Attenuation Hardware (SAH)
• Signature Attenuation
𝑖345678
𝐴𝑇 =
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State-of-the-art

SCA Resistance via ASNI

Motivation

Proposed AS-AES

Results

MTD Analysis
>10X improvement in power
overhead for SCA immunity

Effect of Only Noise addition on traditional AES
a)

c)

b)

d)

MTD
MTD
MTD

𝑷𝒐𝒗 = 𝟕𝟎 × 𝟏

= 𝟕𝟎

𝑾

>10X

Effect of Noise addition on AS-AES
f)

e)
MTD

g)

MTD

h)

𝑷𝒐𝒗 = 𝟐𝟏 𝟒 × 𝟏 𝟐 − 𝟏

=𝟔 𝟕

SPARC Lab

𝑾
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Remarks
• With the availability of low-cost EM probes, non-invasive
EM side-channel attack can be used to attack
commonplace IoT devices.
• The advancement in ML-based attacks can put a huge dent
to the security of embedded devices.
• Countermeasures against both power/EM SCA attacks are
very critical.
• In order for industry to adopt the countermeasures, it needs
to be generic and low-overhead.
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